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Database partitioning is a fundamental but challenging task in distributed databases, which selects specific
columns as a partitioning key for each table and uses the partitioning key to allocate the table data into
different compute nodes in order to maximize the performance. However, this problem is NP-hard and existing
distributed databases require users to manually specify the partitioning keys, which may cause potential
performance degradation. Although reinforcement learning based methods have been proposed, they have
several limitations. First, they do not capture the complex data distributions and query access patterns, and
thus involve high computation cost across different compute nodes to answer a query. Second, they involve
an expensive step to repetitively partition the data into different compute nodes in order to train a learned
key-selection model, which is a waste of time and resources. To address these limitations, we propose a
practical learned database partitioning system Grep. We first adopt a graph model to encode data and query
features, where vertices are columns, edges are query relations, and the weights of columns are computed
based on the localized graph structures (e.g., data diversity, joined columns). We then utilize graph neural
networks to embed the partitioning factors into embedding vectors in order to capture the data and query
correlations. Next we propose a key-selection model to select appropriate partitioning keys based on the graph
model. Finally, we propose an evaluation model to estimate the partitioning performance without actually
partitioning the database. We have implemented Grep in a commercial distributed database, and experiments
show the effectiveness of our system (e.g., 68% higher throughput for 30K queries in a real banking scenario).

R1.O5 The code is available at https://github.com/TsinghuaDatabaseGroup/AI4DBCode/DatabasePartition.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with the increase of data volume, many database customers are migrating their data
from centralized databases to distributed databases (e.g., Snowflake [4], Azure Data Warehouse [2],
Amazon Redshift [1]) to efficiently process massive data. For example, in a real banking scenario,
there are over 20K tables and the biggest table has more than 50 billion tuples. We partition these
tables into a distributed database with 60 nodes. The average running time of processing 30K
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SELECT * FROM customer c
JOIN orders o ON c.c_custkey = o.o_custkey

JOIN lineitem l ON o.o_orderkey = l.l_orderkey AND o_orderdate = l.l_shipdate

WHERE l.l_quantity>10;
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Fig. 1. Example Database Partitioning on TPC-H Schema.

queries is optimized to 0.7 second from 40 seconds. However, existing distributed databases rely on
users to specify partitioning keys in order to allocate the data to multiple compute nodes, which
is tedious and may not meet the performance objectives (e.g., fully utilizing CPU resources and
gaining high throughput) [10, 20].
It calls for an automatic database partitioning method, which, given a collection of tables, first

selects a single column (or multiple columns) as a partitioning key for each table, and then applies
a given function (e.g., a modified version of consistent hash) on the values of this partitioning key,
and distributes the tuples in each table by the partitioning values into different nodes.
However, the database partitioning problem is NP-hard (see Section 2.1). It requires to design

effective algorithms to select appropriate partitioning keys. Existing methods [5, 10] rely on single
primary keys for partitioning tables (e.g., o_orderkey for orders), which could be less effective in
some scenarios (e.g., over 36% TPC-H queries and almost all the JOB queries join on non-foreign-key
relations). As shown in Figure 1, primary-key partitioning can cause expensive tuple redistribution
during the composite join between lineitem and orders. In contrast, selecting the composite join
columns as partitioning keys can significantly improve the performance (e.g., 14.1%-32.5% latency
reduction with different data sizes). Meanwhile, improper partitioning keys can result in imbalanced
data distribution (lineitem table), which may cause data and query overloading on a few nodes,
negatively affecting the throughput. Therefore, it is vital to design appropriate partitioning strategies
based on both the data distribution (e.g., tuple values) and query access patterns (e.g., the costs of

joining different columns) so as to optimize the performance.
Traditional heuristic methods [15, 44, 47, 59] do not consider the data distributions of different

columns and correlations between data and query distributions, and cannot get good partitioning
results. Deep reinforcement learning (DRL) based methods [21, 22] have two limitations. First,
they neglect important data features (e.g., distinct values in columns) or query features (e.g., range
queries, multiple joins). Second, in order to train a learned model, they require to evaluate the
performance of many strategies by really partitioning the data. However, it is costly to really
partition the databases and then evaluate the performance, e.g., taking 10 hours to distribute 1PB
data to a two-node cluster if there is no obvious hardware bottleneck. Although [22] adopts a cost
model to evaluate the performance, this cost model takes single queries as input and cannot encode
the data and query distribution under selected partition keys and causes unreliable estimation. For
example, the same partitioning keys may cause various performance with different node numbers.
Challenges. There are three challenges to design an effective database partitioning method. First,
how to efficiently capture the partitioning factors (C1). There are various partitioning factors (e.g.,
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columns, tuple values, query features) and they exhibit intricate correlations, while existing meth-
ods [15, 21, 22, 59] tend to only encode basic features (e.g., query template frequencies) and cause
the loss of crucial information. Second, how to effectively select partitioning keys to optimize the

performance (C2). We need to generate near-optimal partitioning keys on numerous data columns,
which is an NP-hard problem. Third, how to evaluate the partitioning performance (C3). It is essential
to evaluate the quality of chosen partitioning keys on sample data before actually partitioning the
tables, which offers feedback for the partitioning-key selection model and substantially reduces
partitioning overhead (e.g., preventing excessive resource consumption).
Our Proposed Methods. To address these challenges, we propose a database partitioning system
Grep using graph neural networks. First, Grep builds a graph model to encode data and query
features, where vertices are columns and edges are join relations. Grep prioritizes promising
columns in the graph model with an attention mechanism (for C1). Second, as partitioning features
scatter across the graph model, Grep utilizes a graph neural network to embed the global graph
structures for each vertex in the graph, which approximate the partitioning benefits of different
column combinations. We utilize a classifier to select partitioning keys (single or multiple columns)
based on the beneficial column combinations (for C2). Third, to estimate the performance without
actually partitioning the database, we propose an evaluation model using graph representation
learning, which, given selected keys, generates a sample graph based on these keys and sampled
tuples, and trains a graph-level GNN model to map the performance on samples to the performance
on the whole dataset. Our evaluation model provides relatively accurate evaluation while taking
much less time than actual partitioning (for C3).
Contributions: We make the following contributions.
(1) We propose a database partitioning system using graph neural networks (GNNs). To our best
knowledge, this is the first work that uses GNNs to recommend partitioning keys (see Section 2).
(2) We propose a graph-based model to capture data and query features. And we utilize the attention
mechanism to enhance partitioning by prioritizing these “important” columns (see Section 3).
(3) We propose a key-selection model that encodes the partitioning benefits for columns together
with their joined columns, and accordingly select appropriate partitioning keys (see Section 4).
(4) We propose a deep evaluation model to estimate the partitioning performance without actual
partitioning (see Section 5).
(5) We have implemented Grep into a commercial database. Experimental results on real customers
(e.g., workloads in banking scenario) show that Grep can find high-performance partitioning keys
and outperforms the state-of-the-art approaches (see Section 6).
2 PRELIMINARIES
2.1 Problem Formulation

Database Partitioning. When centralized database customers find the performance cannot meet
their requirements due to a large volume of data, they will partition the database and migrate
their data to a distributed database. Since most distributed databases mainly support horizontal
partitioning, we only consider horizontal partitioning in line with existing studies [7, 11, 21]. R3.O3

Definition 1 (Database Partitioning). Given tables {T1,T2, ...,Tm} and a partitioning function

F , for each table Ti R3.O2with columns {c(i)1 , c
(i)
2 , ..., c

(i)
n }, database partitioning selects some columns as

the partitioning key of Ti and allocates the tuples in Ti into different nodes using F , such that the

performance of a given set of SQL queries (e.g., total latency, average throughput) is optimal.

Example 1. Considering an example of database partitioning on two compute nodes P0 and P1. We

use l_orderkey as the partitioning key of lineitem, and

R2.Minor
one tuple is allocated into P0 and three tuples

are allocated into P1. Instead, if we partition lineitem with l_suppkey, two tuples are allocated into P0
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and two tuples are allocated into P1 and the data is well-balanced. The partitioning key of supplier is
s_suppkey, and there are two remote joins between nodes P0 and P1. Instead, when we partition the

two tables by the joined columns, there is no remote join and we gain over 80% latency reduction.

In real-world scenarios, databases may have numerous columns (e.g., millions of columns in
a commercial database) and the problem gets hard for two reasons. First, the solution space is
large, and traditional heuristic methods may not find a good partitioning strategy. Second, some
partitioning keys may contain multiple columns. For example, suppose an Order table has 2 years of
data. Given a query requesting orders for a week, if we only use the column year as the partitioning
key, this query will access all the data; but if we use both the year and week as the composite
partitioning key, the query will only access a week of data.
Column Graph.We use a column graph to characterize the partitioning factors, where vertices
are columns and there is an edge between two columns if they are joined by some queries.
Complexity Analysis. With the column graph, we can prove that the database partitioning
problem is NP-hard. For simplicity, we consider a simplified case: (1) the partitioning key contains

a single column (no composite partitioning key with multiple columns); (2) the cost of remote joins

across different nodes is much more expensive than that of local joins within the same node.We assign
each edge with a weight, which is the remote join cost on the two columns for a given set of SQL
queries, in the case that the corresponding two tables are partitioned based on the two columns.
For any two unconnected vertices on the column graph, we add a virtual edge with a weight of 0,
because there is no query joining the two columns. Then the database partitioning problem aims to
find a maximum-weight k-clique from the graph (taking the columns in the clique as partitioning
keys) in order to minimize the remote join cost, which has been proven to be NP-hard [8]. Thus
the database partitioning problem is also NP-hard.

Theorem 1. The database partitioning problem is NP-hard.

Remark. (1) The single-column partitioning problem is a special case of the multi-column partition-
ing problem, and thus the latter is also NP-hard.R2.O1 (2) We use hashing partitioning functions, which
are most widely adopted in real scenarios [1–3]. (3) SQL queries are usually available in scenarios
like migrating data from one database to another, which is especially common for distributed
database clusters in both cloud and traditional business environments.

2.2 System Overview
To address the database partitioning problem by judiciously selecting partitioning keys, we propose
a graph-embedding based partitioning system (Grep). Figure 2 demonstrates the architecture of
Grep, which includes three main modules, i.e., Column2Graph, Partitioning Model, Evaluation Model.

2.2.1 PartitioningWorkflow. (1) Given a database, Grep first trains an Evaluation Model, which
predicts the performance of a partitioning strategy. (2) Grep builds the Column2Graph Model based
on data and query features. With the graph model, Grep trains a Partitioning Model, which is used
to select partitioning keys. (3) Grep uses the Evaluation Model to evaluate the selected keys and
gives feedback to the Column2Graph Model (updating the vertex weights) and Partitioning Model

(updating the GNN weights). (4) Grep repeats steps 2-3 until convergence and reports the selected
partitioning keys.

2.2.2 Column2Graph. Column2Graph collects and characterizes behaviors of queries on the
columns in the form of a graph model.
EdgeWeight. For any edge E(ci , c j ), the edge weightW (ci , c j ) denotes the cost of executing the join
predicate ci = c j . There are two main factors that affect join cost: (i) Query frequency: the number
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Fig. 2. The Grep Overview.

of queries that contain the join predicate ci = c j ; (ii) Cardinality: the number of tuples in the result
set. To estimate query cardinalities, we sample tuples from the tables, execute predicates on the
sampled tuples, and use the results on the samples to estimate the cardinality (see Figure 2). Hence,
we compute edge weight as the multiplication of query frequency and estimated cardinality, which
represents the overall cost of ci = c j . For example, in Figure 2, the weight of joining l_orderkey,
c_nationkey equals 1× 150800 = 150800, with one query involving this join and producing 150800
result tuples. Note the join costs are also affected by other query operations, e.g., filters on the join
tables, which we need to characterize in the vertex features (see Section 3.1).
Vertex Weight. The column graph may contain numerous vertices, and if we enumerate every
column combination to select partitioning keys, it will cause heavy computation overhead. Instead,
we utilize the localized graph structures (e.g., read/write frequency, join costs) of each vertex to
compute the vertex weights, identify important vertices with the vertex weights, and prioritize
important vertices as partitioning keys. Thus, the Partitioning Model takes fewer iterations to select
high-quality keys. For example, in Figure 2, column A3 is rarely accessed and is not joined, and we
assign A3 a small weight value, representing a low possibility of being selected.

2.2.3 Partitioning Model. There are two challenges in selecting columns as partitioning keys.
First, considering a graph with millions of columns in a commercial database, traditional linear
regressionmethods cannot efficiently process the graph structures and cause significant information
loss. Second, the problem of partitioning-key selection is NP-hard (Section 2.1), and existing learned
methods (e.g., RL) require significant system resources to adapt to complex scenarios (e.g., using 10
machines for 7 days to run). To address these problems, Partitioning Model utilizes a graph neural
network to embed column features and join patterns into vectors, and selects partitioning keys
based on these vectors.
Graph Embedding. We first encode the global graph structures for each vertex ci into an embed-
ding vector H (ci ). We compute H (ci ) iteratively. Suppose the embedding vector of ci at the t-th
iteration is Ht (ci ) and the edge weight matrix isW whereW (c j , ci ) is the edge weight of (c j , ci ).
We utilize the graph neural network (GNN) to compute the embedding vector of ci at the (t + 1)-th
iteration based on (i) the embedding vector Ht (ci ), (ii) the embedding vectors of ci ’s neighbors
{c j |∀(c j , ci ) ∈ E}, and (iii) the edge weightsW . GNN iteratively updates the network weight ω to
learn the embedded vertex vectors with maximal partitioning benefits.
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Partitioning-Key Selection. Intuitively, we can directly append a classifier to select keys based
on the embedding vectors. However, we observe the embedding vectors are of high dimension
(e.g., 256 × vertex_number ) and we only need a small part of information (e.g., importance to
each embedding vector) to find promising partitioning keys. Thus, we first estimate the overall
partitioning benefits of each column with Taylor decomposition [38], which reversely computes
the proportion of the columns in the embedding vectors (see Section 4.3)R3.O6 ; then we append a binary
classifier that inputs the column relevance and outputs selected columns, where 1 represents the
column is selected and 0 otherwise.

Example 2. In Figure 2, {N1, L3, S1, L1,A1, S2, L2,N2} forms a connected subgraph of N1 and part

of them are embedded into a vector H (N1). With Taylor decomposition, we find that A1 has high

contribution toH (N1), because E(A1,N1) is large and can avoid many remote joins; and the contribution

of L2 is low, because L2 joins with N1 via A1 and E(L2, A1) is relatively small.

Remark. Our method can support replicate tables (DBAs generate replicate small tables with fewer
than 500K tuples): if there is no selected partitioning key for a table, this table will be replicated.

2.2.4 Evaluation Model. To well train the above learned models in an end-to-end style, we need
to know the performance of selected partitioning keys. However, partitioning the database is costly
and simple metrics (e.g., deviation of partition size, the scale of largest partition) cannot get accurate
estimation. Hence, we propose an Evaluation Model to estimate the partitioning performance.
k-Node Sample Graph. We first sample tuples from tables and allocate the tuples into k compute
nodes based on the selected keys. Then we add edges based on the join predicates and generate a
k-node sample graph (see Section 5.1), which captures the behaviors of queries on the k nodes. We
empirically decide a suitable sample rate to tradeoff the evaluation quality and efficiency [11].
Performance Evaluation.Next we estimate the performance based on thek-node sample graph. (i)
For each node Pv , we encode the performance-related features (e.g., local joins, local filters/writes)
into an embedding vector H (Pv ), which represents the costs of local queries in Pv . (ii) Next we use
the k embedding vectors {H (P1),H (P2), ...,H (Pk )} of the k nodes to generate a k-vertex graph GP ,
where vertices are the nodes and there is an edge between two vertices Pi and Pj inGP if there exists
an edge (vi ∈ Pi ,vj ∈ Pj ) ∈ G . We pool the k embedding vectors of nodes into an embedding vector
of the graph GP , denoted as H (P) [61]. For example, in Figure 1, there are 2 remote joins across
2 nodes, which separately cause the redistribution of the lineitem and order tables and have the
highest execution costs. We extract the maximal values in each dimension of H (P) (the features of
nodes and joins) to capture remote-join costs.R3.O7 (iii) Then we use a fully-connected (FC) network to
map the embedding vector H (P) into desired performance metrics with non-linear transformations.
Model Training. We supervisedly train the Evaluation Model with a small number of partitioning
scenarios and generalize the Evaluation Model to other scenarios. First, we obtain training data D in
two ways: (i) Collect from real query logs, which record either daily transactions or costly queries;
(ii) Since partitioning keys are rarely changed in real scenarios, we simulate typical partitioning
strategies on sample datasets. Second, with every training sample in the form of ⟨Qd ,Dd , Cd , Pd ⟩,
whereQd denotes queries,Dd denotes dataset, Cd is the selected columns, and Pd is the performance
metrics like execution time, we generate a k-node sample graph based on ⟨Qd ,Dd , Cd ⟩, utilize
the Evaluation Model to estimate the performance, and update network weights with the loss of
estimated/actual performance.
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3 COLUMN GRAPH MODEL
We present how to build the graph model to capture the data and query features. We first formally
define the model in Section 3.1. We then explain how to compute the edge weights in Section 3.2
and the vertex weights in Section 3.3.
3.1 Column Graph
Existing methods are table-based and cannot capture column correlations, which is vital to database
partitioning. Hence, we model the columns and their correlations as a graph, where the vertices
are columns and there is an edge between two columns if they are joined in some queries or have
foreign key relationships. Note that we mainly support SPJ queries here, and users can extend the
column graph so as to support more complex queries (e.g., nested subqueries, UDFs).
Definition 2 (Column Graph). Given a set of tables {T1,T2, ...,T |T |} and queries

{Q1,Q2, ...,Q |Q |}, we model the table columns and their correlations into a graph model. The vertices

are columns used in the queries and there is an edge between two columns if they are joined in the

queries or have foreign key relationships.

Vertex Feature Vector. Each vertex contains themain data and query features of the corresponding
column. We encode the features of the vertex as a vector, which contains 7 dimensions:
(1) table id: the table of this column;
(2) table size: the size of the table of this column;
(3) tuple selectivity: the rate of distinct values in the column, i.e., #−dist inctV alues

#−tuples ;
(4) tuple length: the maximum tuple length in this table;
(5) #filters: the number of filter operations w.r.t. the column;
(6) #aggregates: the number of aggregates w.r.t. the column;
(7) #writes: the number of write operations w.r.t the column;

R1.O3
R3.O9

Note table id is only used to distinguish the tables (e.g., whether different columns are from the
same table), and it does not need to be learned and transferred. Thus, for simplicity we denote
V (c j ) as the 6 features of a column c j except table id.
Vertex Weight Computation. We utilize an attention mechanism to compute vertex weights for
two reasons: (1) The column graph is of large scale and causes low efficiency by equally processing
these vertices; (2) The vertex does not include the edge relations, which are vital to partitioning
benefits. For example, p_name and p_partkey are from the same table, but p_name has one joined
column, while p_parkey has seven directly joined columns and can potentially avoid more remote
joins by partitioning the joined columns. To this end, we propose a deep attention model to compute
the importance a(c j ) of a vertex c j (Section 3.3). Given a vertex c j , we multiply the importance a(c j )
with the vector V (c j ) and gain a weighted vertex vector, i.e., Ṽ (c j ) = a(c j ) V (c j ).
Edge Feature Vector. The edge features of an edge E(u,v) should capture the join cost. To this
end, we encode the edge features as an edge vector E(u,v) = (V (u), V (v),W (u,v)), where V (u) and
V (v) are vertex vectors andW (u,v) is the edge weight of (u,v). For example, in Figure 2, the edge
vector E(C2, L2) is denoted as (V (C2), V (L2), 150800), where V (C2), V (L2) denote the vertex feature
vectors and 150800 equals the estimated cost of C2 = L2.

3.2 Predicate-based Edge Weight
We consider two main features to compute the edge weights:
(1) Frequencies of join predicates. The frequency of a join predicate between two columns is
the number of join predicates containing the columns, which is important to database partitioning,
because if two columns are frequently joined, we can reduce more remote joins by using the two
columns as partitioning keys.
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Fig. 3. Column Graph Construction. Note we showcase a common transactional query with (i) a two-table
join; (ii) an atomic predicate; (iii) a simple aggregate operation.

(2) Cardinalities of join predicates. Cardinality estimates the result set size and can reflect
query cost [51]. Note it is troublesome to apply existing estimation methods [48], because they
rely on query plans, which cannot be obtained before partitioning. Hence, we sample tuples from
the tables, and estimate cardinalities by executing predicates on the sampled tuples. For example,
for the three predicates in Figure 2, we sample 1% tuples from tables lineitem and customer
and execute predicates on the sampled tuples in the order of q1 > q2 > q3, where the result set
size of q2 equals 1508. So we approximate the join cost of q2 as 1508/1% = 150800. Note we use
stratified sampling [18] to reflect data distribution with limited tuples and we can estimate any
query predicates with multi-joins.
Edge Weight Computation. For any edge (u,v), we compute the edge weight by summing up
the estimated costs of all the joins between u and v , i.e., W(u,v) =

∑
q f (q)Card(u,v,q), where q is

any join predicate between u and v , f (q) is the occurrence times, andCard(u,v,q) is the estimated
cardinality.
3.3 Attention-based Vertex Weight
There may be numerous columns in the database and we want to prioritize vertices that are im-

portant to database partitioning, which can greatly reduce the partitioning overhead. There are
two challenges in computing the column importance. First, we may have different performance
objectives (e.g., higher throughput, lower latency) based on the user and application requirements,
but traditional importance ranking methods [16, 17, 34] like PageRank cannot dynamically compute
the importance based on the targets. Second, the Long Short Term Memory networks (LSTMs) in
NLP mainly consider semantic relations among words in a sentence, which commonly contains
15–20 words, while our graph model may have hundreds of thousands of columns and numerous
column orderings and the relations are much more complex.

To address these challenges, we propose a graph-based attention network to evaluate the column
importance, with several salient features. First, the attention model can get the importance of each
vertex and enables Grep to prioritize important vertices. Second, the attention model can better
reflect performance requirements by learning different encodings of the graph features.
Attention Network. Our attention network is composed of a dense layer, which maps the column

graph G into attention values {a(c j )}. The procedure can be written as V (G) =
∑
c j ∈G a(c j )V (c j ),

whereV (c j ) is the vertex feature vector and a(c j ) is the assigned attention to find the optimal parti-
tioning strategy. Next we explain how to compute attentions {a(c j )} to infer column importance.
Attention Computation. An important column usually satisfies at least one of the two conditions:
(i) Values in the column are evenly distributed and will not lead to data skew; (ii) The column is
frequently queried or joined with other columns. So for each column c j , we compute its attention
value based on two kinds of graph features: (i) Vertex features describe the column characters,
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Fig. 4. Graph-based Key Selection Model.

including data features (e.g., table size, distinct values) and query features (e.g., selects, aggregates).
Since the vertex features (see Definition 2) are from different feature spaces and have different
value ranges, we use an activation function to normalize these features, i.e.,ψ (c j ) = Siдmoid(V (c j )),
where Siдmoid on any feature x equals 1

1+e−x ; (ii) Edge features describe the overhead of remotely
joining a column with other columns, which can be reduced by selecting them as partitioning keys.
We compute edge features by aggregating the joined edges of each vertex. Based on the message-
passing techniques [52], for any vertex c j , we compute the edge feature vector as µi→j (c j ) =
W (ci , c j )ψ (ci )ψ (c j ),

R2.Minor
where ci is any adjacent vertex of c j andW (ci , c j ) is the edge weight.

For any vertex c j , we compute attention a(c j ) by enumerating vertex/edge features and utilize
the attention network to encode these features into a scalar value based on the partition targets,

a(c j ) ∝ exp (ω̂ j jψc j + ω j jµ j→j (c j ) +
∑
ci

ωi jµi→j (c j )) (1)

where ωi j is the network weight, and ω̂j j is the unit vector ofw j j . The first two terms are the vertex
features and the last item denotes the edge features. We use ωi j of the attention network to learn
the importance of ci to the partition targets (e.g., increased throughput).
Model Training. In each iteration, the attention model computes the vertex weights in the column

graph, the Partitioning Model selects partitioning keys based on the graph, and we update the
network weightswi j based on the performance feedback via gradient descent. The model converges
until the performance satisfies the partition requirements or arrives the maximum iteration number.

4 PARTITIONING KEY SELECTION
Next we study how to select partitioning keys using the graph model. We first introduce the archi-
tecture of our Partitioning Model in Section 4.1. Then we explain the graph embedding algorithm in
Section 4.2 and the key selection algorithm in Section 4.3. We present model training in Section 4.4.

4.1 Key Selection Model
The Partitioning Model takes as input the graph model in the form of vertex matrix and edge matrix
and outputs selected columns. The idea is to first embed each column into an embedding vector,
then compute the benefit of each column based on all the embedding vectors, and finally select
partitioning keys based on the benefits. The framework of our Partitioning Model includes two
components.
Graph Embedding aims to encode each column ci and their joined columns into an embedding
vector H (ci ) that maximizes the partitioning benefits. The intuitions are (i) we rely on data and
query features to select partitioning keys and (ii) column features and their join patterns are hard
to capture with traditional heuristic methods like random walk [56], which may cause information
loss. Hence, for each column ci , we denote the graph structures as G(ci ) = (V (ci ),D(ci ), E), where
V (ci ) is the column feature vector (Section 3.1), D(ci ) is the neighborhood matrix with each row
representing the feature vector of a joined column of ciR2.Minor , and E is the edge matrix. And we need to
embed these three factors into an embedding vector H (ci ). To this end, our Graph Neural Network

includes a graph embedding layer and an activation function ReLU : based on the performance
objectives, the graph embedding layer encodes the join patterns via graph convolution; and the
ReLU layer converts the embedded columns into a fixed-length vector.
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Partitioning-Key Selection aims to select partitioning keys based on the embedding vectors.
Although Graph Neural Network has extracted graph features into the embedded vertex vectors, it
is still hard to directly select columns from the embedding vectors, which are high dimensional
and require further training to capture correlations. Instead, we first utilize Taylor decomposition
to reversely extract the relevance of each column to the embeddings in the Graph Neural Network;
and then select keys based on the relevance distribution, which denotes the partitioning benefits
to all the embeddings. Note we have conducted ablation experiments to verify the effectiveness
of Taylor decomposition, which converges much faster and achieves higher performance within
limited resource usage (see the experimental report1). To this end, this module includes two parts:
(i) Taylor decomposition: It extracts benefits of each column from the embedding vectors, which
is similar to backward propagation for training neural networks, but we compute the benefits as
the partial derivative of the embeddings on the corresponding column. (ii) Binary classification: It
inputs the partitioning benefits of all the columns and outputs the selection keys with multinomial
logistic regression, where 1 denotes a column is selected and 0 otherwise.

4.2 Graph Embedding Algorithm
For every column ci , we obtain local graph structures, i.e., {(c j , ci )|∀(c j , ci ) ∈ E}, and utilize the
graph neural network (GNN) to embed the graph structures and the vertex vector of ci into an
embedding vector H (ci ) by multiplying the input vertex features (joined columns) with the GNN
weights ω. To generate embedding vectors that maximize the partitioning benefits, we iteratively
update the GNN weights ω based on the performance objectives. For iteration t + 1, the embedding
procedure can be denoted as

Ht+1(ci ) = σ (Ht (ci ),Ht (c j |∀(c j , ci ) ∈ E),W ,ω), (2)

where Ht (ci ) is the embedding vector of column ci in iteration t ,W is the edge weight matrix, ω is
the GNN weight, and σ is the activation function. Next we further explain how to compute the
embedding vectors in three steps.
Step 1 - Represent Graph Structure.We first represent the structural information of each column
ci as G(ci ) = (V (ci ),D(ci ), E), where (i) we extract column and query features and encode them
into a vertex vector V (ci ) (Section 3.1); (ii) we use the edge matrix E to denote the graph structure
(Section 3.2); (iii) the neighborhood matrix of ci , D(ci ), is computed by E(ci )

T · V based on the
joined columns of ci .

R2.Minor Step 2 - Embed Neighbor Information. Next we embed features within G(ci ) with graph con-
volutions. (i) We add self-connection relationships into the edge matrix E, because the column
features of itself are most important to partition benefits (e.g., tuple selectivity). We normalize
values in the edge matrix E into [0, 1) and then sum the identity matrix In with the edge matrix, i.e.,
E ′ = E + I , where I (i, j) = 1 if i = j and I (i, j) = 0 if i , j . (ii) And then we embed join features into
the vertex vector. We take E ′ as a spectral filter on V (ci ), i.e., E ′ ∗V (ci ) ≈ D(ci )

− 1
2 E ′D(ci )

− 1
2V (ci ).

(iii) Next we propagate the embedded vertices across the graph neural network, which assigns the
network weights ω to the vertices and outputs an embedding vector H (ci ). We iteratively update
the network weights to maximize the partitioning benefits. To enhance the embedding efficiency,
we approximate ω · H (vi ) with a truncated expansion by Chebyshev polynomials Tz (H ) [25, 65],
i.e., ωH ≈

∑
z=0 θ

′zTz (H ), where H is the embedded vertex vector, θ ′z is the z-th weight value, and
the Chebyshev polynomials Tz (H ) is recursively defined as Tz (x) = 2Tz−1(x) −Tz−2(x) (T0(x) = 1,
T1(x) = x ).

1https://github.com/TsinghuaDatabaseGroup/AI4DBCode/DatabasePartition
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Step 3 - Embed into Fixed-Length Vector. Finally we apply an activation function to convert the
embedded features into a fixed-length vector. It has two benefits: (i) Activation function conducts
non-linear transformation and can derive partitioning features from the embedded graph features,
most of which are unrelated to performance objectives; (ii) It is easier to generalize a well-trained
model to different graphs with fixed-length vectors. To this end, we use ReLU, an activation function
in the form of max(L1(hi ), 0), where hi is an embedded feature and

R2.Minor
L1 denotes the L1 norm, to

introduce non-linearity transformations from spectral domain to embedding domain. For example,
suppose higher throughput is expected, ideally queries are distributed based on the accessed/joined
columns and there are no remote joins across different nodes.R3.O10 Hence, ReLU decreases weight
penalties on the vertices with high degrees, which are more likely to be queried and may reduce
more remote joins.
4.3 Key Selection Algorithm
Next we select partitioning keys from the embedding vectors, which encode local graph structures
that maximize partitioning benefits for every vertex. We compute the relevance of each column
to the embedding vectors (overall partitioning benefits), and select partitioning keys from the
relevance distribution.
Taylor Decomposition. The first problem is how to compute the proportion of any column in
all the embedding vectors? For an embedding vector H (ci ), we only know that the vector comes
from ci together with some joined columns and represents potential benefits using ci , but which
columns are encoded and how much they contribute to the embedding vector are unclear, because
the learning of network weights acts like “black box” [27] and it is hard to obtain the relations
between embeddings.
To address this issue, we utilize Taylor decomposition [6, 38] to compute the relevance of each

column ci to all the embedding vectors in the graph neural network reversely and aggregate them
as the overall partitioning benefit R(ci ). Taking the embedding vectors asX = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, where
n is the column number, and the total relevance of the embedding vectors as R = {R1,R2, ...,Rn},
we reversely compute the relevance of every neural unit in the GNN based on the layer-wise
propagation rule. (i) In the last layer L, we denote the relevance of each neural unit as 1, i.e.,
{RLi = Ri = 1|∀i ∈ [1,n]}, which denotes that the relevance has not been distributed. (ii) For any
other layer l , we denote the relevance passing from layer (l+1) to layer l asR(l+1)

i =
∑

j ∈layer l R
(l+1,l )
i→j ,

where R(l+1,l )
i→j represents the relevance passing from neural unit (l + 1, i) in layer l + 1 to neural

unit (l, j) in layer l . Hence, we can take R(l+1)
i as a continuous and derivable function and compute

the partial-derivative of R(l+1)
i in neural unit (l, j) as the relevance, i.e.,

Rlj (x) =
∑

i ∈layer l+1

∂R(l+1)
i

∂x j
|x j · (x j − x̂ j ) (3)

where x̂ denotes the “background” features that do not affect partitioning. (xi − x̂i ) represents the
changes in the embedding before/after the neural unit (l, j). Here we take x̂ as 0-value vectors which
have equal size to the vertex vectors x . This equation defines the propagation rule of relevance
from layer (l + 1) to layer l .

By following this layer-wise propagation rule from the output to the input layer, we redistribute
the relevance of all the embedding vectors onto input columns, which we take as the overall
partitioning benefits, i.e., {R(c1),R(c2), ...,R(cn)}. High benefit reflects the column is promising to
reduce more global scans and remote joins.
Partitioning Key Selection. After obtaining partitioning benefits of each column, i.e., {R(ci )},
we use multinomial logistic regression, a binary classification method, to predict the probability of
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using a column c j as the key, i.e., Pr (R(ck )) = eβk R(ck )

1+
∑
i e

βk R(ck ) , where {βj } are learnable weights that
simulate the joint probability distribution when using different columns. It inputs {R(c1),R(c2), ...,
R(cn)} and outputs 0 (Pr < 0.5)/1 (Pr > 0.5) for each column, where 1 represents c j is selected and
0 otherwise.R3.O10 For example, in Figure 4, S2 is selected as S2 is encoded into the embedding vectors of
both S2 and the two adjacent columns L1,2 with high relevance.

4.4 Model Training

Training Data. The training data is a set of quadruples ⟨Qd ,Dd ,Cd , Pd ⟩, where Qd is a set of
queries, Dd is a set of tables, Cd is the set of columns, and Pd is the performance metrics. When
the real performance is not available before partition, we use the Evaluation Model to estimate the
performance (see Section 5).
Training Procedure. We iteratively train the GNN model (Taylor decomposition is a classic
technique and does not need training) with different combinations of queries and data. In each
iteration, we first sample 60% generated predicates as the queries and generate tables whose data
size is selected within 10-100GB. And then we build the column graph, select columns from the
column graph, and gain the estimated performance from the Evaluation Model in real time. Next we
compute the performance changes, i.e., ∆v = C1

Tt−T0
Tt
+C2

L0−Lt
L0

, where Tt and Lt denote the query
throughput and latency with selected columns as partitioning keys, andT0 and L0 denote the query
throughput and latency on non-partitioned tables, and C1 and C2 are the coefficients that are set
based on user requirements. Then we update the network weights {ωi j } via gradient descent, i.e.,

R2.O5 ∆ωi j = µ/(∆v + ε), where µ controls the update rate and ε is a small number like 1 × 10−6. This
equation explores better partitioning keys towards the optimal direction.
We terminate the training when the performance converges or we have arrived the maximum

iteration number. Then we test the performance on the test set. If the performance improvement
is not good enough, we continue to train the model on this training set; otherwise, the model is
converged on this workload and we enter next iteration or complete training. Note that we adopt
batch gradient descent to enhance training efficiency, which selects partitioning keys for several
workloads together, and computes the gradient and updates the GNN network weights in batch.

5 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION MODEL
We first introduce the Evaluation Model in Section 5.1. Then we explain the procedure of model
training in Section 5.2.

5.1 Evaluation Model
There are two challenges in performance estimation. First, it is expensive to actually partition the
database every time when selecting new partitioning keys. Second, existing performance evaluation
models cannot effectively estimate the performance [19, 22, 48], because (i) they rely on query
plans from optimizers, which are not available before partition; and (ii) they are not aware of
data/query distributions across nodes, which are critical on a partitioned database. To address these
challenges, we first generate a k-node sample graph, where the vertices are sampled tuples and the
edges are join correlations between tuples, and k denotes the node number. Then we utilize graph
learning to estimate the partitioning performance using the k-node sample graph.
k-Node Sample Graph. To model a partitioning strategy, we first sample tuples from tables using
stratified sampling, which can reflect the data distribution with limited tuples. And then we allocate
the sampled tuples into k nodes based on the selected keys and hash partitioning function. For
example, for the sampled tables supplier and lineitem in Figure ??, if we partition on their primary
columns (a partitioning strategy), 5 tuples are allocated in node P0 and 3 tuples in node P1. Next,
we compute the edge weights (join frequencies) and vertex weights as discussed in Section 3.
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Given a subgraph, the vertex features are the weighted frequencies of local operations (i.e., filters,
aggregates, writes), and the edges are the join frequencies across tuples in the same node. R3.O7Thus,
we generate a k-Node Sample Graph that represents the query and data distribution on k nodes.
Note that the execution cost of local joins in a node and that across nodes can be different and we
explain how to use graph embedding to learn the different costs with trainable network weights.
Performance Evaluation. There are two challenges in evaluating the performance based on the
k-node sample graph. First, edges between different nodes are more expensive than edges within the
same node, and we separately learn the actual weights of edges in the same node and edges across
different nodes. Second, we cannot directly map the k-node sample graphs into query performance,
which are of non-linear relations and can be affected by factors like configurations. Hence, we first
embed the k-node sample graph into an embedding vector; and then use deep learning to map the
performance on the sampled tuples into that on the whole datasets.
Step 1 - Representation of Single Node.We separately aggregate the features within the sub-
graph of each node (e.g., local joins/selects/writes) and embed them into k embedding vectorsH (Pi )
by multiplying the edge weight matrix, vertex matrix of each node with the globally-shared graph
network weights, which represent the data scales (e.g, the number of vertices) and computation
costs of local operations (e.g., the edges of vertices in the same subgraph).
Step 2 - Representation of Multiple Nodes. Next we generate a k-vertex graph, which is in the
form of a compound vertex matrix Ṽ = [H (P1),H (P2), ...,H (Pk )] and an edge matrix Ẽ. (i) We first
conduct convolution on Ṽ and Ẽ to embrace remote join relations into partitioning vectors, denoted
as H (P) = Ẽ ∗ Ṽ · ω̃, where ω̃ is the network weight. (ii) We conductmax poolinд on H (P) to pool
up the partitioning vectors into a graph vector, i.e., taking the maximum values in each feature
of H (P), to represent the overall query costs within the k-node sample graph. The reason of using
max poolinд is the query latency on nodes depends on the slowest multiple joins and correlated
local select operations.
Step 3 - Query Performance Mapping. The graph vector encodes features within the k-node
sample graph, which contains similar data and query distribution as that on the whole datasets.
Hence, we further use a fully-connected (FC) layer, with ReLU as the activation function, to
map the graph vector on sampled tuples into the partitioning performance on the whole dataset.
The FC layer aggregates the features of the graph vector with non-linear transformations and
approximates performance metrics by learning the network weights based on deviation from the
actual performance.
Remark. Evaluation Model supports the case k is changed, because our model reflects partitioning
differences in the graph, i.e., data/query allocation across nodes, and can adapt to structural changes
by pooling the k node vectors and finetuning the graph embedding weights (e.g., joins cause
changes in the edge weight matrix).
5.2 Training for Evaluation Model
We first train the Evaluation Model with some partitioning strategies extracted from the real-world
system logs and simulated on sample datasets (offline training); and then we utilize the Evaluation
Model to estimate the performance of Partitioning Model on the selected partitioning keys. After
partitioning the database, we use the real performance to fine-tune Evaluation Model (online
training).
Offline Training. We first train the Evaluation Model with some partitioning strategies and
generalize it to other strategies. First, we obtain training data D in two ways. R1.O6

R2.O2
R3.O8

(i) We generate 1000
training samples, where each sample includes queries, partitioning strategies, and the performance
of running the SQL queries on the partitioning strategies (Section 6.1). These samples are collected
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Table 1. The Performance-Critical Hyper-Parameters.

Component Parameter Value

Partitioning
Model

GNN Layers 2-3
#-vertices 1.12 × |max columns |
node_dim 7

Evaluation
Model

GNN Layers 1
#-vertices |sampled tuples |
node_dim 3

Common
Parameters

Sample Ratio 0.01%
Dropout 0.5

from various settings with different queries, datasets, partitions, etc. It takes 2.3 hours to generate
the samples. These samples are shared by different partitioning tasks and the generation time is
not counted into the partitioning latency. (ii)We extract 800 workloads from the logs of 200 real
clusters with 8000 nodes (the largest cluster has 512 nodes). Since the clusters rarely change the
partitioning strategies, for eachworkload, we iteratively utilize the PartitioningModel and Evaluation
Model (trained on the 1000 synthesized samples) to select new keys (partitioning strategies) and
evaluate the performance scores. We select 500 high-quality partitioning strategies (with higher
performance) for each dataset to generate training samples. Second, given a training sample
⟨Qd ,Dd ,Cd , Pd ⟩, where Qd denotes queries, Dd denotes dataset, Cd is the selected columns, and
Pd is the performance metrics like latency, we generate k-node sample graph based on ⟨Qd ,Dd ,Cd ⟩,
utilize the Evaluation Model to estimate the performance, and update network weights with the
loss of estimated performance and actual performance. The model converges when the loss values
change little.
Loss Function. As there may be many noises in the performance metrics, which are brought
by non-partitioning factors like different join orders and exclusive locks, we utilize a robust loss
function Least Mean Log Squares (LMLS) [26] to reduce the side effects of these noises in real
performance yi by gradually decreasing the impact of large errors and computing an average of all
training samples, i.e., LossLMLS =

1
n
∑n

i=1 log(1 +
1
2 |yi − f (xi )|), where n is the size of the training

set and f (xi ) is the evaluated performance.
Online Training. Next we fine-tune the Evaluation Model for evaluating different partitioning
strategies. For a new partitioning request, the Evaluation Model inputs the keys selected by the
Partitioning Model and re-computes a new k-node sample graph (counted in latency)

R2.O5
. Then Eval-

uation Model estimates the latency Lt and throughput Tt based on the k-node sample graphs. If
the computed feedback (Section 4.4) is high enough, we partition tables with the selected keys,
execute queries, and obtain the real performance on these nodes to optimize the network weights
in Evaluation Model.

6 EXPERIMENTS
Our database partitioning system Grep has been deployed into a commercial distributed database
GaussDB [23]. We evaluate Grep from three aspects. (i) We compare the performance of the
Partitioning Model with an enumeration method (EM) that enumerates candidate partitioning keys,
and two state-of-the-art methods [22, 59]. (ii)We evaluate the accuracy and efficiency of Evaluation
Model. (iii)We evaluate the adaptability of Grep on different workloads.
6.1 Experiment Setting
We implement Grep using Pytorch and utilize libraries such as psycopg2, scikit-learn, and numpy
to interact with databases and pre-process data. We train the neural networks (GNNs) on a Titan
RTX 2080Ti GPU with 11GB frame buffer. We conduct our experiments on: (1) An open-sourced
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distributed database Postgres-XL with three compute nodes on two servers (16GB RAM, 256GB
disk, 4Ghz CPU); (2) A commercial distributed database with six compute nodes on three servers
(256GB RAM, 2TB disk, 3Ghz CPU).
Datasets.We use three datasets. (1) TPC-H is an OLAP benchmark with 50G data. It contains 61
columns and 3,224 synthetic queries with 1-5 joins; (2) JOB is an OLAP benchmark [30] with 13.1G
data. It uses a real-world dataset IMDB, which contains 134 columns and 20,187 synthesis queries
with 1-8 joins; (3) XuetangX is a real-world OLTP workload 2 for online education with 132.5G data.
We take 14 tables with 204 columns and 22,000 real queries with 7-45 columns; (4) ICBC R1.O5is a real
banking database with 23 tables and 30K queries. The ICBC tables contain 29-2.5M rows and 5-66
columns. To train the networks, we split the generated training data into training/validation/test
sets by 8:1:1 (10-fold cross-validation).
Hyper-Parameter Tuning. The hyper-parameters in Grep and recommended values are summa-
rized in Table 1. First, we utilize the tuning tools like AutoGL 3 to search for the suitable GNN
hyper-parameters. Second, we empirically tune other hyper-parameters (e.g., sample ratios in the
evaluation model) to report the best performance. For DRL, we also tune the hyper-parameters (e.g.,
5 · 10−4 for the learning rate) as discussed in [22]. R1.O1

Training Data Generation. Besides the samples collected from real-world clusters (Section 5.1),
we synthesize more training data based on the data and join features to pre-train the Evaluation
Model. Taking TPC-H as an example, each synthetic query is generated by (i) picking 1-8 joined
tables from the 50 join predicates; (ii) picking 1-61 columns from the 74 selection predicates
and supplementing tables in the picked columns; (iii) concatenating all selected predicates with
“AND”/“OR” and generating a query statement. To train the Evaluation Model, we run queries under
typical partitioning strategies (e.g., PK-FK) to generate the training samples (Section 5.2). It takes
2.3 hours to generate 1000 training samples, where the features are queries and partitions, and the
label is performance score. R1.O6

R2.O2
R3.O8

A well-trained Evaluation Model together with historical samples can
be reused for Partitioning Model, which estimates based on the pooling of all the node vectors and
can support training samples with various numbers of graph nodes.
Partitioning Metrics. (1) Query Performance includes the total latency and average throughput. In
some cases, throughput is very important, e.g., OLTP workloads; in some other cases, query latency
is more important, e.g., OLAP workloads. We use query performance as a general optimization
objective; (2) Partitioning Latency: we use partitioning latency to estimate the overhead caused by
database partitioning; (3) Training Time: training time includes data preparation (e.g., predicates
parsing), and model training. Partitioning Model finishes training if the performance estimated by
Evaluation Model on the test set meets the requirements (e.g., 20% latency reduction) or arriving
the maximum iteration number.
Evaluation Metrics.We evaluate the Evaluation Model using evaluation latency, error rate and
training time. Since the actual performance may be affected by factors that are not considered
in database partitioning (e.g., exclusive clocks, network fluctuations), we use the mean error rate
(MER) to estimate the error rate, formalized as 1

N
∑N

i=1
|Yi−f (Xi ) |

Yi
, where N denotes the number

of samples in the test set, Yi and f (Xi ) are the actual/evaluated performance values of sample Xi
respectively. Note that we use LMLS to train Evaluation Model (Section 5.2) and useMER to validate
its accuracy.
Baseline Methods.We implement state-of-the-art studies to compare the performance of Parti-
tioning Model and Evaluation Model. For Partitioning Model, we compare with three baselines:

2https://www.xuetangx.com/global
3https://github.com/THUMNLab/AutoGL
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1. Enumeration-based method (Brute-force): We implement a basic enumeration-based
method by enumerating every possible column combination as partitioning keys and utilizing the
Evaluation Model to estimate the performance of these keys (on the sampled tuples) and pick the op-
timal solution.R1.O6

R2.O4
Brute-force can find the high-quality partitioning strategy but is time-consuming.

For example, even if Evaluation Model takes less than 0.5s for a partitioning strategy, Brute-force
requires hours to days to partition a dataset with 100+ columns.
2. Heuristic Search method (Heuristic): Heuristic search method [59] builds a table-level

graph where vertices are tables and edges are foreign key constraints between tables. To optimize
queries that can be executed locally per node, it searches for maximum spanning tree on the
table-level graph, and partitions tables based on the foreign keys in the tree. However, it cannot
consider column features and take the edge weight as the size of smaller table. It allows one column
as a partitioning key for each table, but cannot select multiple columns as the partitioning key.

3. Deep-reinforcement-learning-based method (DRL): The DRL-based method [22] encodes
the features of tables, samples queries into a binary vector st and iteratively selects an action to
replicate/partition a table with the maximum estimated reward to st . It adopts a greedy strategy,
which searches for a table chain with high reward. Besides, it also requires single-column partition-
ing. Note in the Postgres-XL cluster we train a RL agent for each benchmark, because DRL requires
a cluster of agents to adapt to different workloads and tables.

For partitioning performance evaluation, we compare the performance (e.g, evaluation latency,
error rate, training time) of Evaluation Model with two baselines:

1. DL-based cost model (NNCost): We implement a neural-network (NN) based cost model [22].
NNCost is a three-layer dense network, which inputs a query and the selected columns and outputs
the estimated latency. It works for single queries and cannot capture query/data distributions.
2. TLSTM-based cost model (TLSTMCost): We implement a TLSTM-based cost model [48],

which estimates the query cost on query plans. For each query operator, it uses a Long Short-term
Memory (LSTM) unit to estimate the execution cost, where the inputs are the operator features
(e.g., predicates, tables) and the intermediate results of its child operators, and the output is the
predicted cost. These units are organized in the tree structure to get the total query cost. However,
TLSTMCost requires to partition the database, which is time-consuming; and it takes long time to
execute the TLSTM model.

6.2 Performance Comparison
First we compare our Partitioning Model with (i) three state-of-the-art methods, i.e., enumeration-
based method (Brute-force), heuristic method (Heuristic) [59], DRL-based method (DRL) [22];
(ii) Grep without attention (Grep(-A)) and Grep without Taylor Decomposition (Grep(-T)).R1.O2 On
Postgres-XL, we compare the query performance, partitioning latency, and training time with
these methods on the test workloads of TPC-H (Table 2), JOB (Table 3), and XuetangX (Table 4)
respectively. On the commercial database, we showcase the superior latency reduction of the origin
22 TPC-H queries and queries in two real banking scenarios.
Query Performance on Postgres-XL. Grep outperforms Heuristic and DRL in all the cases and
achieves similar performance as Brute-force. For example, Grep gains over 68.23% throughput
improvement and 36.81% total latency reduction than DRL. The reasons are three-fold. (i) Grep
encodes column features and query relations (e.g., read frequencies, multi-join costs) between
columns as input. These features are important to partitioning-key selection but Heuristic only
takes the table-level graph as input and DRL only encodes the query template frequencies as query
features. For example, p_branch is frequently accessed by the TPC-H queries but has low distinct
value ratio (around 0.001). So Grep considers the two factors and picks p_partkey and p_branch
as the partitioning key, while others cannot. (ii) Grep uses the graph neural network to learn the
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Fig. 5. Performance Comparison with Baselines.

Table 2. Latency Reduction (%) on
the Test Set of TPC-H.

Methods 90th 95th 99th min mean
Brute-force 58.23 54.31 50.02 42.13 67.11
Heuristic 27.79 21.46 13.27 6.38 32.82

DRL 35.12 33.17 28.63 23.41 44.61
Grep 57.12 54.01 48.13 41.79 65.12

Grep(-A) 49.39 48.59 47.02 37.23 54.27
Grep(-T) 51.24 49.38 47.31 38.19 56.34

Table 3. Latency Reduction (%) on
the Test Set of JOB.

Methods 90th 95th 99th min mean
Brute-force 60.31 58.04 55.10 53.32 71.32
Heuristic 23.32 18.72 18.03 15.31 34.10

DRL 37.71 33.42 30.12 28.13 50.06
Grep 59.93 56.73 54.23 52.17 66.91

Grep(-A) 53.23 49.12 41.17 38.26 57.31
Grep(-T) 54.32 49.82 42.28 40.24 61.93

Table 4. Throughput Increase (%)
on the Test Set of XuetangX.

Methods 90th 95th 99th min mean
Brute-force 473.3 466.8 441.6 425.2 527.3
Heuristic 288.6 246.6 159.2 123.2 391.5

DRL 316.5 250.1 216.4 198.0 437.3
Grep 460.5 442.5 416.5 403.6 511.3

Grep(-A) 391.2 377.1 352.2 324.4 462.2
Grep(-T) 423.2 402.8 391.2 355.8 485.8

maximal partitioning benefits of columns in the column graph, which involve factors like complex
join patterns, data and query features. GNN can embed these three features together with graph
convolutional operations and learned neural weights, while Heuristic selects FK-PK constraints
as partitioning keys based on the table sizes and DRL denotes column features as 1(selected)/0(not
selected), which cause sub-optimal partitioning strategies in complex cases. (iii) Brute-force
enumerates all the partitioning strategies and achieves the best performance, but it is resource-
consuming (e.g., taking up machines for tens of hours) and unaffordable in practice. Grep achieves
similar performance as Brute-force, because with n columns, Grep generates n embedding vectors
to approximate the origin complex column graph.

R1.O2
R2.O6
R3.O5

Besides, Grep also outperforms Grep(-A) and
Grep(-T). First, from the experimental results, we find Grep selects fewer columns on tables like
lineitem, partsupp (1.9 columns for each table on average) and gains much better performance. For
example, for the lineitem table, Grep selects 2 columns as the key, while Grep(-A) and Grep(-T)
both select 4 columns but cause negative effects, because Grep(-A) assigns the same initial weights
for the input columns and Grep(-T) takes much longer time to learn the relations between the
performance and complex embedding features (e.g., 512 neurons for the hidden layer), which both
fail to remove useless columns from the final results. Thus, it is vital to prioritize important columns
with attention and filter embedding features (into 1-d relevance) with Taylor Decomposition,
especially for new columns without prior knowledge. Second, Grep(-A) achieves a bit worse
performance than Grep(-T), because identifying important columns could be more beneficial than

using complex algorithms.

Query Performance on A Commercial Database.We separately test on standard (TPC-H) and
real workload (ICBC). On TPC-H, as shown in Figure 6, Grep reduces the execution time of 17
queries than DBA, ranging from 3.7% (Q7) to 73.5% (Q11). Because DBA either uses primary keys or
replicates the tables, while Grep selects more costly join columns and can gain higher performance.
For example, Grep selects s_nationkey for supplier that occurs in nested queries and is joined with
more columns. Besides, Grep partitions nation rather than replicating, because there are many joins
on r_regionkey and it is more efficient to partition reдion into smaller parts on the join column
and join these parts with other tables on different nodes. Second, Grep obtains similar performance
as DBA on five queries, because queries like Q1 only access primary columns and both DBA and
Grep can gain relatively good performance. On a real scenario ICBC, R1.O5there are 30K queries and
Grep achieves 68% higher throughput. Specifically, we show some representative queries in Table 5.
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Fig. 6. Performance of TPC-HQueries (on Commercial Database). Grep gains 14.2% reduction in total.

Table 5. Latency Reduction of 5 Example ICBCQueries.

Query Tokens Execution Time (DBA) Execution Time (Grep)
Q ′
1 95 0.144s 0.130s (9.7% ↓)

Q ′
2 508 0.178s 0.131s (26.4% ↓)

Q ′
3 514 5.577s 0.642s (88.5% ↓)

Q ′
4 433 0.155s 0.124s (20.0% ↓)

Q ′
5 738 0.211s 0.131s (37.9% ↓)

These ICBC queries are very complex, which involve at least 6 tables, 25 columns, 5 joins, and
4 subqueries, and they cannot be well optimized by the DBA. Instead, Grep can judiciously select
partitioning keys and achieve 9.7%-88.5% latency reduction for these queries (Table 5). The reasons
are two-fold. First, the complex queries involve multiple joins on relatively small tables. Similar
to TPC-H, DBA replicates these tables, while Grep partitions on join columns, and concurrently
joins the smaller parts of these tables on different nodes so as to enhance query execution. Second,
rather than greedily selecting columns with high join costs, Grep selects column combinations
with high global benefits, which are computed based on the overall column graph structures (e.g.,
single joins in the edges and point queries in the vertices).
Partitioning Overhead. Grep outperforms Brute-force and DRL in all cases and achieves similar
partitioning latency as Heuristic. For Heuristic, it has the least partitioning latency for two
reasons. (i) It searches on the table-level graph, whose vertices (tables) are fewer than column graph.
(ii) It directly outputs the results and does not optimize the solution based on the performance
feedback. On the contrary, Grep improves partitioning efficiency from three aspects: (i) Grep utilizes
an attention mechanism to reduce the number of iterations in order to achieve fast convergence; (ii)
Grep concurrently embeds all the columns using the graph neural networks rather than one vertex
at a time, where all the vertices share the same neural weights and can avoid local optimum; (iii)
Grep selects partitioning keys based on the relevance of columns to the n embedded vertex vectors,
which is further simplified and mainly reserves partition-related features. DRL takes relatively long
time to generate them-column sequence, wherem is the number of tables. Brute-force takes the
longest time by enumerating all partitioning strategies even if utilizing the Evaluation Model.
Training Time.We train Grep and DRL on the training set of TPC-H from scratch, and Grep takes
much less training time than DRL (0.64 hours for Grep and 13.2 hours for DRL). The reasons are
two-fold. First, the training of Grep is much more efficient. In each iteration, Grep partitions each
table and gains the overall performance, while DRL only partitions for a table and cannot gain the
reward until it finishes all the nodes. Second, as discussed in Section 6.3, GrepCost in Grep can
estimate more accurate partitioning performance than NNCost in DRL, and thus Grep can optimize
the GNN policy (neural weights) more efficiently and select a better partitioning strategy than DRL.
Summary. Grep outperforms state-of-the-arts methods in terms of both query performance and
partitioning overhead. Brute-force takes longest partitioning latency (over 45.1x slower than
Grep) and is not practical in real scenarios; and Heuristic gains the shortest latency but has the
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Fig. 7. Performance Evaluation of TPC-H workloads on Postgres-XL.
worst performance (over 2.1x worse in throughput and 48.7% worse in latency than Grep). Grep
gains similar performance as Brute-force and similar partitioning latency as Heuristic and
outperforms DRL in all the three aspects.
6.3 Evaluation on Performance Evaluation
Next we evaluate our Evaluation Model, which estimates performance for different partitioning
strategies. We compare evaluation latency, accuracy and training time (GrepCost) with NNCost

and TLSTMCost. We train each method with the training set of TPC-H on Postgres-XL and the
validation results are shown in Figure 7.
Evaluation Latency. It is vital to quickly get relatively accurate partition-performance feedback,
which is used to evaluate the partitioning strategies or train the model. As shown in Figure 7(a),
GrepCost achieves the lowest evaluation latency, 62.5% lower than NNCost and 99.0% lower than
TLSTMCost. The reasons are two-fold. First, GrepCost concurrently estimates performance within
nodes and that across nodes in graph level, which takes seconds, while the other two methods work
for single queries and take longer time to enumerate the costs of all the queries. Second, GrepCost
utilizes sampled tuples to estimate performance and does not partition all the datasets, while
TLSTMCost relies on query plans and needs to actually partition the database, which takes over 20
mins to load the 50GB TPC-H data. Besides, although NNCost achieves relatively low latency, its
error rate is much worse than GrepCost and cannot provide reliable feedback for Partitioning Model.
Evaluation Accuracy. First, GrepCost achieves much lower error rate than NNCost, because
NNCost only inputs a single query and the selected columns, which cannot capture query and data
allocation information and cause information loss. Instead, our model simulates nodes on sampled
tuples with the k-node sample graph and learns the overall performance by embedding the whole
graph. Second, the error rate of GrepCost is a bit higher than TLSTMCost, because TLSTMCost works
on physical operators and captures detailed execution features. However, there are two problems
in TLSTMCost for database partition. (i) TLSTMCost requires actual database partitioning to obtain
query plans, which are costly and impractical; (ii) TLSTMCost estimates based on query features
and cannot capture differences in data allocation caused by different partitioning strategies.
Training Time. GrepCost takes the least training time. The reasons are two-fold. First, Grep
extracts key data features (e.g., tuples within different nodes) and query features (e.g., queries
within each node and across nodes) as an input graph and can learn from graph changes under
different partitioning strategies; while other methods are unaware of partition changes and take
much more iterations to learn the hidden partitioning factors. Second, GrepCost computes loss
function (LMLS) based on the overall performance of all queries, which helps reduce noises caused
by single queries, and TLSTMCost takes longer time to converge for single queries.
Summary. GrepCost outperforms state-of-the-art performance evaluation methods in latency by
62.5%–99.0% and training time by 37.1%–79.0%, and achieves similar error rate as the first-partition-
then-evaluation method TLSTMCost.
6.4 Evaluation on Hyper-Parameters
Next we evaluate the impact of two hyper-parameters to the performance of Grep on TPC-H, where
layer numbers affect the feature embedding capability of the GNN model and sample rates

R1.O2
affect
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Fig. 8. The Effectiveness of Hyper-Parameters.

the accuracy of the Evaluation Model. We report the average latency reduction of our method on
running TPC-H queries (Figure 8).
Layer Numbers. From Figure 8 (a), we have two observations. First, as adding more hidden layers
when the layer number is smaller than 3, the performance increases, because the column features
can be captured with one GNN layer but other important features like multi-joins need to be
captured with 2-3 GNN layers. Second, when the layer number is larger than 3, the new embedding
features make minor contributions but incur higher overhead. Thus, Grep adopts 2 layers to balance
performance and training overhead.
Sample Rates. As shown in Figure 8 (b), Grep achieves better performance with larger sample
rates. This is because we can sample many more tuples to improve the accuracy of Evaluation Model,
which better approximate the real data distribution and could capture complicated partitioning
problems (e.g., data skew cannot be identified with too few tuples). And Partitioning Model can
efficiently select high-quality keys based on the accurate evaluations. However, even slightly
increasing the sample ratio may incur millions of additional tuples, which slows down Evaluation

Model and causes great partitioning overhead. Thus, generally we set the sample ratio as 0.01%,
especially for large datasets (e.g., over 50GB).

6.5 Adaptability on Varying Datasets
In real-world scenarios, both queries and tables can change. Hence, we verify the performance
when dataset changes. We conduct two experiments. (1) We use the Partitioning Model trained on
XuetangX (RW) for evaluating TPC-H (RO). (2) We use the Partitioning Model trained on TPC-H
(RO) for evaluating JOB (RO). We plot the estimated performance after 20 minutes and Figure 9
shows the results.R3.O1 We initialize the learned methods with all tested datasets (e.g., 150-d action
vector for DRL, 150 × 150 edge matrix for Grep).
XuetangX to TPC-H.We have two observations. First, Grep outperforms the other three methods
in both latency and throughput, because (i) Grep characterizes data changes into the features of
columns (e.g., table size, tuple selectivity) and query changes into the correlations between columns,
based on which Grep could adapt the learned knowledge to other datasetsR1.O6

R2.O3
(e.g., unique columns

involved in costly joins are more possible to select as the partitioning keys; multiple columns from
the same table on the sample path with high cost are more possible to select as the composite
keys). We can finetune the learned knowledge and use them to recommend new partitioning keys.
While other methods only characterize simple column features (e.g., 0/1 in DRL) and fail to learn
new performance corelation; (ii)Most of Grep features like tuple selectivity (Section 3.1) can be
easily transferred because columns may have similar data distribution and the knowledge learned
on existing columns could be generalized to similar columns. Note the table id is only used to
distinguish tables, and the different values of table id do not need to be transferred; (iii) Since
the embedding relations (e.g., join costs) may change on TPC-H, the evaluation model helps to
finetune the network weights of the selection model by estimating the benefits of selected keys;
(iv) The Evaluation Model adaptively gives accurate feedback based on the tuple/query changes in
k-node sample graph. Instead, DRL assumes data will not change and cannot find good solution in
the new action space within limited time; Heuristic can capture table changes with the table-level
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Fig. 9. Dataset Adaptability on Postgres-XL.

graph and find new PK-FK chain, but it neglects query changes and finds sub-optimal solution.
Second, Grep achieves better query latency than that originally trained on TPC-H, because queries
in XuetangX involve many columns and Grep recommends composite keys for XuetangX. When
migrated to TPC-H, Grep still selects multiple columns and can reduce the total latency by accurately
locating TPC-H queries to desired nodes.
TPC-H to JOB.We reuse the well-trained key selection model on TPC-H for JOB and get similar
results. The main reason is that we pre-train the key selection models to determine beneficial
columns from various graph structures (TPC-H workloads). The pre-trained models can potentially
be useful for JOB workloads. Note that, for JOB, it mainly needs to learn the column features, which
cannot be directly compared by values. Instead, other methods cannot utilize historical partitions
and find sub-optimal solutions.
Summary. Grep can adapt to different datasets using the trained model on a dataset, because Grep
only use the database basic information, e.g., join cost, but does not rely on the query information.

7 RELATEDWORK

Database Partitioning. Most of existing methods horizontally partition data in table level, which
can be divided into three categories: (1) Partitioning-function-based methods [7, 11, 35, 41, 50]
clustered data tuples into blocks based on query predicates and searched for a suitable range
partitioning function that minimized the costs of all the blocks. Besides, there were methods
that aimed to dynamically repartition data based on the join frequencies [35] or transaction
relationships [11]. However, they focused on Hadoop and Spark systems and we need a partitioning
method applicable on any database systems. (2) Foreign-key-based heuristic methods [15, 42, 44, 45,
47, 59]. Eadon et al. [15] proposed to select reference relations in table-level graph and improve data
locality by copying the referenced tuples to the compute nodes of the referencing tuples. However,
this method brought in data redundancy. So Zamanian et al. [59] extended this method to minimize
data replicates by enumerating the costs of all partitioning strategies with maximal data-locality.
Besides, Panos et al. [42] proposed to apply either heuristic or exact algorithms by time limit,
but also selected partitioning keys in table level and can be further optimized. (3) Reinforcement-
learning-based methods [21, 22]. Recently various learning-based methods have been proposed to
optimize database components [9, 12, 24, 28, 31, 31–33, 43, 49, 53–55, 57, 58, 60, 62–65]. For database
partitioning, Hilprecht et al. [22] encoded the tables, query frequencies, foreign keys into a state
vector and used the DRL model to select a key or a replication table at each iteration. However, it
could not adapt to new workloads and the cost model works for single queries and cannot estimate
the partitioning quality. Experimental results showed our method outperforms them in terms of
efficiency, quality and adaptivity (Section 6). RL-based method for vertical partitioning [13] explores
how to split table columns into different partitions so as to optimize the performance on specific
workload. It meets similar problems as that for horizontal partitioning.
Attention on Graph Model. Attention mechanism identifies task-related inputs and can enhance
downstream processing tasks, especially when the graph is large. There are some graph-based
attention methods [29, 37] for tasks like graph classification [14] and visual dialog [46]. To our best
knowledge, this is the first work that uses an attention model to enhance database partitioning.
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Graph Embedding. Graph embedding provides a natural way to learn the representation of a
graph model, which can be largely divided into spectral-based approaches [25, 36, 65] and spatial-
based approaches [39, 40]. In database partitioning, we combine the advantages of spectral and
spatial graph embedding – we learn a partitioning-related representation with the local subgraph,
edge matrix and trainable weights, which efficiently embeds local and global graph features. To
our best knowledge, this is the first work that uses graph embedding for database partitioning.

8 CONCLUSION AND FUTUREWORK
In this paper we proposed a graph learning based database partitioning system.We proposed a graph
model to represent data and queries, where vertices are columns and edges are column correlations.
We computed the embeddings of the graph and used the embeddings to select partitioning keys.
To improve the training efficiency, we proposed a learned evaluation model that estimated the
performance of a partitioning strategy without needing to actually partition the data. Experimental
results showed that our method outperformed state-of-the-art studies.
There are some open problems. First, Grep focuses on partitioning a centralized database to a

distributed database, which is conducted offline and not sensitive to partitioning overhead. For
online database repartitioning, we should design an adaptive partitioning function (policy) that
considers the re-partitioning cost. Second, we can consider more parititioning functions, e.g., range,
and more partitioning methods, e.g., vertical partitioning.R1.O4
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